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Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen

Model

EMCA (PRC) Wave open sensor napkin

disposal with black plastic cover in DC

supply with rechargeable 4AA lithium

battery; with plastic bucket, skid-resistant

strong base; 4 Litre capacity

Polished / Black Plastic Cover

Manufacturer

EM7092.113

L172 x W102 x H322 mmDimensions
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SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Square Stainless Steel Automatic Recycle Bin - 4 Liters

Modernity, Hygiene and Practicality at your fingertips!

* Measurements: 32.2cm high x 10.2cm wide x 17.2cm deep

* Electronic Recycle Bin with sensor. Just hold your hand and the trash can automatically opens and closes after use.

* When your hand or any object is more or less 10cm above the infrared sensor window, the lid will automatically open in 0.5

second and automatically close after 4-6 seconds.

* Operates on 4 AA batteries, which lasts for 3-6 months for normal home use.

Batteries are not included with the product.

We recommend using Alkaline Batteries, preferably from the Duracell brand.

* It has an inner ring to hide the garbage bag.

* Material: stainless steel

* Color: Stainless steel. Black Plastic Cover.

The Recycle Bin is all stainless steel, with the exception of the lid, which is black plastic. This is because the lid opens and

closes by itself, so the material must be light.

*Picture for illustrative purposes only. Please consider the measurements in the ad description to check the size of the Recycle

Bin.

Additional Information

Hygiene and practicality are the main advantages of an Automatic Recycle Bin.

To open the lid of a regular trash can, you need to use your hands or press down on a device with a foot. Nothing practical or

hygienic. Therefore, the Manufacturer invested in research and technological improvement to develop a product that would

solve these problems: an automatic opening bin based on infrared induction. When your hand or any object is more or less 10cm

above the infrared sensor window, the lid will open automatically, and it will close automatically after the garbage is thrown in

the trash.

The system works through chips, infrared detector device, mechanical transmission device and electronic system.

It has two important parts: the Top, the upper and mobile part of the Recycle Bin, and the Basket, the lower part and made of

stainless steel. It is advantageous because of its high performance, long service life and low power consumption.

When you want to open the lid to throw the rubbish inside, you need to keep your hand or rubbish at a distance of about 10cm

above the infrared sensor, the lid will automatically open within 0.5 second, then it will automatically close within 4 -6 seconds

after your hand leaves the sensor window. If your hand does not move away from the sensor window, the cover will remain

open.
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